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KRIS LANE

PUNISHING THE SEA WOLF: CORSAIRS AND
CANNIBALS IN THE EARLY MODERN CARIBBEAN

Much attention has been paid to the economie and political consequences
of corsairing in the early modern Caribbean, but much less to what might
be called its cultural and related legal features (Pennell 2001). This article1

explores some aspects of the development of the corsair image in Spanish
culture and law as it developed in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.
Of special interest is a convergence of terms suggesting a growing semantic
linkage between certain native American peoples, specifically the famed
"Carib cannibals" of the Lesser Antilles, and foreign - mostly Western
European - poachers on Spanish wealth. By the first half of the seventeenth
century, if not before, certain indigenous "Caribs" were described as
corsairs, and certain European "corsairs" as ferocious cannibals. Although
their acts of aggression rarely provoked full-scale, or regular and open
war, both groups were deemed worthy of punishment, or castigo, a case-
specific "war" measure under Spanish law. Through these terms - "Carib,"
"corsair," "castigo" - and their changing usage over time, this article
explores a significant but little-studied nexus of crime, punishment, and
cultural misperception that ultimately affected relations well beyond the
Caribbean basin. The essay also examines how Spain's violent exchanges
with alleged pirates and cannibals affected the beginnings of what is today
called international law.

1. An earlier version of this article was presented at the KITLV Jubilee Workshop,
14-16 June, 2001, Leiden, the Netherlands. Special thanks to organizer Peter Boomgaard
and the participants in that workshop for their helpful criticisms and suggestions.
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202 KRIS LANE

CONTEXTS

In a classic article on the career of Capt. Cornelis Jol, a.k.a. Houtebeen,
historian Johanna van Overeem (1982:205) noted that the famous West India
Company corsair was highly regarded by contemporary chroniclers for his
"courage and prudence, his integrity, resoluteness and tenacity of purpose."
The opening stanza of a popular Spanish song, perhaps referring to Jol, runs
as follows: "Patapalo es un pirata malo, que come pulpo crudo, y bebe agua
del mar," roughly. "Peg-leg is a bad pirate, who eats raw octopus and drinks
sea water." Clearly there is disagreement in these accounts.

Rather like the cannibal, the corsair, even today, rarely evokes a neutral
response. That both stereotypes, if not archetypes, of the human as predator
emerged from the early European experience in the Caribbean - both
appear practically side-by-side in the famous engravings of Theodor de
Bry, for example — may be reason enough to justify a few comparisons.
But what frame or terms of analysis would be appropriate to this complex,
pluricultural historical context that gave the West, and ultimately the world,
both the forest-dwelling people-eater and the peg-legged buccaneer? For
more practical than ideological reasons, this article uses the lens of law,
specifically Western law, mostly as interpreted by select jurists of sixteenth-
and seventeenth-century Spain.

In the era of initial overseas expansion, implicit assumptions regarding
the bounds of acceptable behavior among fellow Europeans and native
peoples both at home and abroad yielded serious consequences. In many
cases, misunderstandings and disagreements as to how to interact civilly
without challenging the other's accepted norms of sovereignty or propriety
led to aggression and sometimes formal declarations of war. More often the
result was what has been termed, until recently, "low-intensity conflict," or
"police action" taken against "bandits," "guerrillas," "smugglers," and so
on.

Like their more recent counterparts, early modern states and their
enemies had other tools, or rather, weapons, to hand in lieu of formal
deployment of troops and armament. Intractable indigenous peoples like the
Island Caribs, and later the European corsairs (who could be regarded as a
kind of unconventional weapon in their own right), used whatever means
necessary to put up a fight; mostly they worked to exploit blind spots in the
larger enemy's defensive purview. Like modern bandits, rebels, and pirates,
the marauders of the early modern Caribbean made use of various strategies,
including hold-ups, hijackings, hostage-exchange, "terror" raids, arson,
retreat to rugged terrain or uninhabited islands, and sudden disappearance
into the vastness of the sea.

How to respond to these "guerrillas," or informal "little wars"? The
Spanish and Portuguese seaborne empires were arguably first to consider
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CORSAIRS AND CANNIBALS IN THE EARLY MODERN CARIBBEAN 203

"punishing" predatory and other so-called deviant behaviors in a truly
world context. Their charges included familiar categories like theft,
murder, contraband sales, and rebellion against state authority, but there
were also crimes more reflective of the times. Most notably, the Spanish
and Portuguese, as pious, single-minded Catholics, charged a wide range
of enemies with heresy, superstition, diabolism, or other forms of religious
infidelity.

Sometimes the issue of punishment, or castigo, was applied to religiously
motivated rebejs at home, as occurred during Spain's 1568 to 1571 campaign
against the Moriscos of Andalusia (Mannol Carvajal 1991). Meanwhile, in
the sixteenth- and early seventeenth-century Caribbean, over which Spain
claimed total sovereignty, the castigo, or punitive raid, was applied equally
to alleged cannibals like the Island Caribs and corsairs like Cornelis Jol.

It could be that Spain's encounters with "others" in the sixteenth-century
Caribbean, particularly with "ferocious" indigenous peoples and foreign
interlopers, gave rise to a partial perceptive convergence, one that interacted
closely with a highly articulate legal culture. Examining how the Spanish
- from Crown authorities to ordinary colonists - responded to both direct
attack and purported vioiations of natural law overseas may also shed light
on the larger and even less-studied process of colonial identity formation.
This matter will only be lightly touched upon below. Moreover, although
the principal focus is on Caribbean developments, useful comparative
material relating to the early seventeenth-century Spanish Pacific has been
incorporated, as well.

C A N N I B A L S

Although the image of the cannibal has become somewhat dissociated
from the Caribbean in recent years thanks to the science of prion diseases
and popular crime fiction, the two words share a common etymology. As
literary critic Michael Palencia-Roth has recently noted (1993), the earliest
European conflicts with native peoples in the Americas centered on alleged
cannibal aggression, usually against so-called friendly Indians, the Island
Arawaks or Guatiao of the Greater Antilles. Columbus ordered a 1498
attack on the island of Dominica using cannibalism as pretext, and Michele
de Cuneo's famous rape of an indigenous woman before 1495 called her "a
woman of the cannibals," at once justifying his own act and paradoxically
rendering it more bestial than it already was. Although the long-accepted
"peaceful Arawak/Carib cannibal" dichotomy has at last been discredited
by anthropologists and linguists, it served the Spanish remarkably well in
gaining a legal foothold in the New World.
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Presumably horrified by so-called Carib cannibalism, by 1503 Isabella
and Ferdinand enacted the first "cannibal law" (to use Palencia-Roth's term),
followed by others in 1511 and 1533. All of these proclamations stated that
presumed Carib cannibals, wherever they might be found (including the
mainland), were to be enslaved and placed in a kind of "corrective" custody.
Although Palencia-Roth has apparently not studied developments beyond
about 1550, by the last third of the sixteenth century, sentences of enslavement
for alleged Caribs ranged from ten years to life and could not be applied to
offspring born in captivity. The process was thus quite distinct from African
slavery. Although "Carib" captives were cruelly treated, uprooted, branded,
chained, and sold, they were not, by law at least, hereditary chattels.

Also, unlike the majority of presumed ignorant and defenseless native
peoples placed in the "protective" custody of the encomienda, Spain's quasi-
feudal institution of colonial "entrusteeship," the Caribs were being overtly
punished for allegedly wayward behavior. Significantly, hearsay evidence of
cannibalism was considered sufficient to condemn a given ethnic group to
"Carib-ness" in the 1503 and 1511 edicts, helping to give rise to the much-
lamented "destruction of the Indies." And what of the so-called Spanish
struggle for justice with regard to native Americans charged with the "crime"
of anthropophagy?

Palencia-Roth may be right in claiming that those peoples labelled Caribs
were excluded from documents like the reformist Laws of Burgos (1512)
and later New Laws (1542-43) since they were not technically subjects of
the Crown. But there is a considerable gray area here. Spain had claimed the
entire world west of the Tordesillas line after 1494, and it appears no native
American group contacted by the Spanish was ever offered the option of
refusing the presumed universal authority of king and pope.

What was necessary, then, was a means of asserting or claiming a right
to sovereignty in the Americas while criminalizing certain varieties of
indigenous behavior. As several historians have noted, the two processes
were inextricably linked; the legal reduction and incorporation of
Hispaniola, Cuba, and Puerto Rico into the Kingdoms of Spain required
an intractable external enemy. Since native lords, or caciques, had been
formally recognized on the large islands, occupation of their lands was only
justifiable when cast as an unavoidable response to these new allies' requests
for protection from violent neighbors. One could even argue, as jurists like
Vicente Palatino de Curzola later did (Hanke & Millares 1943:13-37), that
the great machine of Spanish conquest got rolling because alleged seaborne
marauders had to be stopped; Columbus's first friends were falling victims
to Carib "pirates."

By simply continuing established cultural practices (and probably
modifying many of them along the way) the so-called Caribs - a term
ultimately applied to myriad non-sedentary or semi-sedentary indigenous
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peoples throughout the Americas - were easy targets for persecution. Now
any groüp whose behavior was deemed injurious could be pursued and
punished for violating not only supposed natural law, but also the rules of
civility within a justly claimed empire; consequently, their lands and persons
were subject to confiscation. In other words, even being "subject cannibals"
was not quite sufficient cause for war in Spanish eyes; proper Caribs had
also to be kidnappers, and furthermore rebels against the faith. The relevant
passage from the 1503 law is as follows:

And on some of the said islands they were well received and made
welcome; [but] on the islands of San Bernardo and Isla Fuerte, and in
the ports of Cartagena and the islands of Bura there was a people who
are said to be cannibals and who never wished to hear [the men of the
Church] nor receive them; rather they defended themselves against [the
priests] with their weapons, and they resisted them so that [our priests]
could neither land nor stay on the said islands where [the cannibals] live,
and during the said resistance they even killed several Christians; and
afterwards they have been engaged continuously in making war against
those Indians who are in my service, and they have been capturing them
in order to eat them, as they do in fact; and I have been informed that, the
better to serve God and for the sake of the peace and security of the people
who live on the islands and on Terra Firma and are in my service, the said
cannibals should be punished for the crimes they have committed against
my subjects. (Palencia-Roth 1993:23)

Again, it is significant that the passage points to a range of acts justifying
punishment, cannibalism being only one. As reiterated by the great Spanish
jurist, Francisco de Vitoria, in the late 1530s, rejecting the Christian faith was
not sufficient legal cause for aggression. Persecution of Christian subjects,
on the other hand, including missionaries and indigenous allies, certainly
was (Scott 1934:155). Fitting well with the good/bad, or peaceful Arawak/
Carib cannibal, dichotomy established in the earliest days of European
contact in the Caribbean region, Vitoria emphasized the right of the state to
free "innocent" captives from certain death by sacrifice - and further, ritual
consumption of their corpses.

Still, cannibalism was not so much the crime here as kidnapping and
homicide. As a Catholic state, and furthermore a powerful and well-informed
one, Spain had a moral duty to redeem all innocents in distress (Scott 1934:
157). Vitoria's legal-philosophical stand on cannibalism has been thoroughly
examined by the historian Anthony Pagden, and his conclusions need not be
repeated here. Suffice to say that Vitoria regarded the practice of man-eating
as fundamentally a mistake in gustatory judgement, a lapse in taste (Pagden
1982:85).

It should be remembered that Vitoria was among the most eminent
humanist thinkers of his day, and for his support of indigenous rights vis-a-
vis fellow Spaniards he often feil afoul of both king and pope. Upon reading
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early reports from Peru in the 1530s, for example, he openly declared the
execution of Atahualpa and subsequent conquest of the Incas fundamentally
unjust. Nevertheless, when it came to preserving "the peace and security of
the state," all offenders, including natiye peoples, even those living beyond
the pale, as it were, deserved punishment, or castigo. For their crimes they
were to be charged not as minors, but adults. These ideas were refined
and developed by Vitoria's successors, among them Francisco Suarez and
Baltazar Ayala (Draper 1990:188-90).

If cannibalism remained a sticky matter in legal terms, theft was less
ambiguous. That the Caribs engaged in frequent acts of larceny against
Spanish subjects was a priori just cause for war against them. Vitoria
termed such war "vengeance," an Old Testament-style reprisal entailing
(then as now) some form of "exemplary" state terror. In the colonies, of
course - especially when the state was unwilling to fund and mount formal
expeditions - it was not uncommon for these acts to devolve into the sort of
personalized vengeance cycles characteristic of gangland or so-called dirty
warfare. Vitoria justified state vengeance in this way: "[There] would be
no condition of happiness for the world, nay, its condition would be one of
utter misery, if oppressors and robbers and plunderers could with impunity
commit their crimes and oppress the good and innocent" (Scott 1934:201).
Most victims of violent crime, regardless of culture or nationality, would
probably agree with this statement. It is rather in determining the means and
extent of punishment that sharp dissent emerges.

In the early Spanish-claimed Garibbean the questions of sovereignty,
subject status, and the right to punish indigenous infractions may have been
somewhat cloudy, but certainly they were less so by the second half of the
sixteenth century. What had happened to the Caribs in the meantime? Who
were they, or who had they become? Anthropologist Neil Whitehead (1995)
has done much to revive interest in the overall ethnohistory of the eastern
Caribbean in recent years, and his findings and those of several colleagues
have a major bearing here. Also, in their recent collection of primary
documents entitled Wild Majesty, Peter Hulme and Whitehead (1992) have
collated and translated a number of quasi-ethnographic accounts of Carib/
outsider encounters.

Most relevant here is a young woman's remembrance of captivity
among the so-called Island Caribs of Dominica in about 1580. Luisa de
Navarrete, a Spanish subject of African heritage and a former slave on
Puerto Rico, had been captured in a 1576 raid. In the four years following,
she had ample opportunity to view her indigenous captors in action. Here
Island Caribs, almost a century after Columbus's landfall, were still being
routinely described as cannibals. The practice of anthropophagy was of
course too salacious and horrifying to omit, even if only rumored, but new
terms appeared as well. By 1580, these long-term rebels against Spanish
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authority had come to resemble not so much exotic monsters of the medieval
imagination as modern criminals, one might even say pirates. Here are some
relevant excerpts:

this witness knows that in times past they had robbed the town of
Guadianilla and Humacao and Maunabo and when the said caribes
plundered Humacao and carried off this witness to where they held her,
and being there she saw that they fitted out their armadas in order to come
to this island and the said Indians used to bring their wives and sons ...
and this witness has seen that... without giving offence to the caribes nor
causing them any harm, they arm themselves every year and cross to this
island of San Juan [Puerto Rico] and rob and destroy whatever they can
and this witness has seeh that... they have carried away a great quantity
of negroes and left some in Dominica and distributed the rest amongst the
Indians of these islands, which they take to their lands in order to serve
them ... and the said Indians always used to go boasting and making great
fiestas saying that they had burnt and destroyed many farms in this island
and killed many people, and this witness saw that in the Dominica passage
a ship appeared that was passing by, making its voyage, and they attacked
and overcame and burnt and robbed it of whatever was within. (Hulme &
Whitehead 1992:39-40)

The narrative goes on to describe the various abuses the Caribs allegedly
heaped upon their captives, Spanish, African, indigenous, and otherwise.
Some of those kidnapped were said to have been either tortured or fattened
before being slain and eaten. There is also suggestion of religious ritual,
which Navarrete (or the scribe taking her testimony) labeled devil worship,
in relation to the otherwise incomprehensible practice of anthropophagy.
Along with such hints of heresy - it was no longer possible to claim
ignorance of the Christian faith nearly a century after Columbus - was the
claim of apostasy among certain long-term captives who had "forgotten
God."

Setting these vivid allegations of cannibalism aside once again, it may
be worth turning instead to the more conventionally piratical charges in
Navarrete's testimony. First, as a point of clarification, piracy has generally
been defined (in terms of international law, at least) as larceny at or by
descent from the sea. Thus, from the Western, rather than simply Spanish,
perspective, the so-called Caribs described here were unequivocally
engaging in acts of piracy. The charge was reinforced by Navarrete's
emphasis on organization, or at least seasonal planning, and the large-scale
theft of African slaves, human capital of considerable value in this era. More
interestingly, Navarrete mentions substantial Carib treasure hoards, what
sound like great heaps of metallic booty. She claimed that "the said Indians
[of Dominica] have much gold and worked and unworked silver, and Reales
and silver collars and plates and much merchandise that they have taken
from the ships" (Hulme & Whitehead 1992:42).
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This was damning stuff, of course, but what interest did Luisa de
Navarrete have in painting her captors as virtual corsairs, Carib pirates of
the Caribbean? In fact, as Whitehead and Hulme note, the testimony of
Navarrete is hardly pure, but rather a rendition made by a Crown official on
Puerto Rico. If the Caribs were to be dealt with effectively, i.e., conquered
and made either to render tribute to or serve the Spanish as slaves, then
appropriate military aid would be required. The testimony, though probably
not wholly false, was nevertheless carefully constructed to meet specific,
political ends.

As further proof of this special rendering of evidence for the colonists'
benefit, attached to the young woman's testimony was that of a young
Carib man, Pedro. Pedro had been captured by French corsairs in 1567,
but had subsequently been recaptured by the Spanish on Puerto Rico some
time before 1580. Given his first captivity, Pedro may have been a genuine
Carib corsair for a time, but for the benefit of Spanish officials, his brief
testimony simply reiterated Navarrete's main points: the Caribs of Dominica
and neighboring islands were cannibals, but even more menacing was their
continued piracy, their constant assembling of armadas, or fleets of pirogues
(Hulme & Whitehead 1992:43).

From these testimonies it would appear that in the decades following
Spain's major juridical reforms with regard to native American affairs some
troubling complications arose. Specifically, what was the empire to do with
native peoples who refused to play by the rules? By 1580, at least, it seems
that indomitable indigenous groups - often labelled Caribs no matter what
they called themselves - had to be painted not simply as wayward spirits,
barbarians misled by the devil into bestial practices like man-eating, but
also common criminals, thieves motivated by greed. In order to justify
punishment in terms unequivocally acceptable to the world and to God, the
cannibal, in the end, had to become a corsair.

CORSAIRS

There were of course other thieves in the Caribbean by 1580; some were
sponsored by European monarchs and high officials who feit that greed
was good as long as it singed the King of Spain's beard. The French had
gotten a head start, but by the last quarter of the sixteenth century there
were also English and Dutch raiders expressing a keen interest in Spanish
plate. Some individuals, like Walter Ralegh, sought to repeat Spanish
successes in the indigenous interior, and others simply to trade or gather
salt.

Whatever their initial motives, very quickly the sixteenth-century
corsairs (in Spanish documents cosarios) gained a reputation for boldness,
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a recognizable enough challenge to any Spanish hidalgo worthy of the
title. These new seaborne interlopers were not taken for naked brutes or
"natural slaves" but rather presumably civilized, if audacious and dangerous
European rivals. With time, however, as literary critic Nina Gerassi-Navarro
(1999) has recently argued, the corsair would be transformed in the Spanish
colonial imagination into a sort of monster, still a thief, but also a heedlessly
cruel infidel. Although Gerassi-Navarro does not link the corsair stereotype
to that of the cannibal, the former was similarly imagined - in the worst case,
at least - as a deluded savage ruled by base appetites.

The change in image is almost perfectly reflected in the career of Francis
Drake, the epitome of Elizabethan bombast, on the one hand, and Spanish
self-doubt in the age of Philip II, on the other. Lettered Spaniards of the day
called him "the astute Lutheran," a kind of back-handed compliment, but
was Sir Francis really the great man so many have claimed? As historian
Harry Kelsey (1998) has recently suggested in a scathing biography, for all
his notoriety, Drake, when examined closely, appears to have been neither
a very good leader nor a very successful pirate. Worse, at least for romantic
fans, he cheated his men on more than one occasion. Certainly this is not
the image Drake has enjoyed in England and many former English colonies,
including the United States.

In the Spain of his day, Drake was probably less terrifying than his
admirers have claimed, but in the Spanish Caribbean things may have
been different. If nothing else, "the astute Lutheran" served as fodder for
early colonial moralist-historians. Among the most notable was Juan de
Castellanos (1921), a priest from Tunja, near Bogota, who in 1589 wrote
Drake into his epic of Spanish America, the Elegias de ilustres varones de
Indias, or Elegies of the Illustrious Men of the Indies. An Inquisition censor,
who by chance also happened to have been a victim of the English corsair,
removed Castellanos's "Discourse on the Captain Francis Drake" from the
Elegias in 1591. It was subsequently lost until 1886, when a manuscript
version was discovered in London. An excellent annotated edition of this
manuscript, with many useful documentary appendixes, was published in
Madrid in 1921.

Perhaps surprisingly, Castellanos's poem is itself a rich source for
the history of piracy, informed as it was by both personal experience and
eyewitness testimonies. The poet names names, traces events, and partially
reconstructs dialogue. The epic is also useful in intimating contemporary
cultural perception from the perspective of the colonies. The poet's Drake is
both a bold and loathesome figure, to be sure, but his arrival in the Spanish
Caribbean is interpreted primarily as divine retribution for the sins of the
Spanish colonists, particularly those of the bustling and prosperous port of
Cartagena de Indias. This pirate is not his own agent, he is God's scourge.
According to Castellanos, as a direct result of their pride, sloth, avarice,
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gluttony and other transgressions, most of them mortal, the colonists feil all
too easily to the foreigner, the determined and astute heretic Drake.

But the moralizing diatribe, like satire, is a tricky form, and when writing
in the shadow of the Inquisition one had to watch one's step. Castellanos
may have stumbled in composing his "corsair discourse," but more likely by
the accident of a particular censor's personal sensitivities than for supposed
glorification of the enemy. Indeed, for all his emphasis on Drake's allegedly
noble or refmed characteristics, Castellanos knew also to describe the pirate
in bestial terms, to properly demonize him as hostis humani generis.

The complicity of Queen Elizabeth in all this plundering of the Spanish
Caribbean is not ignored, but as Gerassi-Navarro (1999:42; Castellanos
1921:25) points out, in the most extreme passages Drake's hunger is
described as canine. He and his compatriots are lobos, or wolves. Of course
it helped that hbo rhymed with robo (robbery), but in the end, Castellanos's
Caribbean corsair emerges as a clear contradiction: on the one hand a sober,
resolute foe bent on punishing the complacent and dissolute Spaniards, on
the other a crazed, voracious animal, attacking without reason.

For Castellanos, like other contemporary poets, Drake provoked both
shock and awe in roughly equal measure. This ambiguity was perhaps better
suited to fiction than moral or cautionary tales, but what, in pragmatic terms,
was to be done about the pirate menace? What did these images of the pirate
have to do, if anything, with the pursuit of justice? In the supplementary texts
accompanying the 1921 edition of Castellanos's poem, along with numerous
similar documents, one sees the meeting of language and law. In the various
letters and reports of Spanish colonists and military officials, Drake and his
contemporaries emerge as something less than legends, yet still something
more than common criminals.

A sample testimony from officials in the city of Nombre de Diós to the
Crown, May 14, 1572, sets the tone:

These corsairs have committed important [i.e., serious] piracies and have
killed on such a scale that within the last seven years they have killed more
than 300 persons on land and sea, and have stolen and carried off more
than two millions in gold and silver. Lately (in the month of June, 1572)
English corsairs entered this city, wounded many of its defenders, and
killed nine. (Wright 1932:72)

Cartagena's cathedral dean remembered these details from Drake's
damaging, but ultimately not very profitable 1585 siege of that great port,
the same raid that most inspired Castellanos:

The enemy met with no resistance, nor was there powder with which to
offer any. [Of the civilians] only Bachellor Hurtado was killed in his house
by a stray cannonball. (Wright 1951:30)
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A despondent official in Cartagena echoed Castellanos still more closely in
a dispatch following the same attack:

I do not know where to begin to talk about my disgrace and loss at
Cartagena; I can only say that it must be the lash of God for my sins and
thoseof others. (Castellanos 1921:325)

As for charges of corsair heresy, a sample from Panama City written in 1577
may suffice:

What is feit most deeply, being cause for tears, is the little veneration
they show the saints and the vvorship of God. They broke up images and
crucifixes, they overturned the altar, knocking it to pieces. They used albs
and vestments as kitchen-aprons. They beat and buffeted a Franciscan
friar who happened to be there, ridiculing the pope, confession, and
absolution. They committed many other insults and insolencies, for which
God give us due vengeance, in defending His honor by your majesty's
unconquerable arms. (Wright 1932:111)

But charges of heresy could flow back into things secular, as in the following
deposition by a victim of John Oxenham's 1577 raid on the Pearl Islands in
the Gulf of Panama:

Having found a child's lesson-book, one of the English named Chalona,
who is the interpreter among them, stopped to read it, and reading the ten
commandments, when he came to the commandment: Thou shalt not steal,
he laughed loudly at it, and said that all goods were common property; and
all of them laughed and jeered at the commandments. (Wright 1932:118)

Already by the 1570s corsairs like the Englishmen Drake and Oxenham were
emerging in Spanish state papers as not only Lutherans but also bad people.
Indeed, pirate atrocities raised a host of practical and philosophical questions
with regard to preserving res publica, if not the fabled Pax Hispanica, in the
colonies. How were colonists to protect women and children from rape and
captivity, to control runaway slaves and other potential foreign allies, and of
course to guarantee the safety of trade? The corsairs, astute, diabolical, or
animal, were in the wrong all the way around, but what, specifically, was to
be done?

For those not as lucky as Drake, among them his former companion in
the Panama raids, John Oxenham, the crimes of theft, trespass, kidnapping,
battery, homicide, and heresy would end with public strangulation and a
burnt corpse. As noted throughout the hundreds of sixteenth- and early
seventeenth-century Spanish documents collected by Irene Wright and
others, Caribbean corsairs and their alleged accomplices were summarily
executed by the dozens upon capture, generally without due process.
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Yet such hasty action was not the Crown's preference in every case.
Pirates sometimes possessed useful information, and one of Spain's only
defenses in lieu of expensive fleets was to squeeze those unfortunate enough
to get caught for detailed reports of enemy designs. Whether they got the
information they desired or not, Crown officials in the Caribbean wanted
always to punish - to, as the Pearl Islands witness stated above, "defend
[God's] honor by [his] majesty's unconquerable arms." As Vitoria had
argued in his treatise on war, "oppressors and robbers and plunderers" (Scott
1934:201) of whatever stripe had to be stopped, then punished; in short,
vengeance is mine, sayeth the king.

In August 1585, just as Drake set out for Cartagena, Philip II himself
wrote: "All care should be taken to see what can be done to punish these
corsairs" (Castellanos 1921:li). The term was echoed throughout the
colonies, as in a 1589 deposition regarding an attempted landing by Drake's
cousin, William Hawkins (Wright 1951:242). The call for punishment did
not fall from fashion in the subsequent period of Dutch corsairing (Wright
1935,1:183; 11:56). In fact, it seems to have become more shrill, as reflected
in a typical edict from the age of Philip III (this one sent to the judges of the
High Court of Quito):

As you already understand there come and go in that South Sea and in this
North one many corsair pirates (corsarios piratas) who commit whatever
robberies and injuries they can against my subjects, and although several
of their vessels have been captured, the said corsairs have not been
properly punished given the extent of their impudence, and thus they
return with many more to commit the same robberies and injuries; and
since they move about the ports and coasts of the Indies with such great
liberty there result many and great inconveniences worthy of legal action;
and in order to put such into effect whenever possible, and so that they not
go unpunished (que no queden sin castigo), I command you to observe,
enforce and execute the penalties established by law in these kingdoms and
also [all appropriate] royal edicts - without any forgiveness, dispensation
or dissimulation whatsoever - against all corsairs and pirates apprehended
in the seas and coasts and ports of the Indies, from the Canary Islands
forward; this is my will, Lerma, 6 July 1605. (Garcés 1946:85)

In short, the term castigo appears quite frequently in reference to
sixteenth- and also seventeenth-century corsairs, whatever their nationality.
"Punishment" seems an obvious enough word choice, given that it describes
the usual response to crime in most cultures, but how was a monarch to
justify punishing bona fide foreigners, sometimes acting as war proxies, for
crimes committed against his subjects? Should they not be apprehended,
then held accountable bef ore their own sovereign? According to Vitoria,
and echoed by his successors Suarez and Solórzano Pereira, these were
matters of self-defense no matter where the deed or deeds in question
occurred (Muldoon 1994:171). Swift and violent retribution was justified
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without respect to nationality. Furthermore, as Vitoria had argued (echoing
Augustine and Aquinas), it was justifiable not only to punish individual
perpetrators, but also to wage war "in order to avenge a wrong done, as
where punishment has to be meted out to a city or State because it has itself
neglected to exact punishment for an offence committed by its citizens or
subjects or to return what has been wrongfully taken away" (Scott 1934:
201). Even Hugo Grotius, as Hidemi Suganami (1990:234-37) has argued,
feit compelled to concede the right of monarchs to "punish" pirates and
brigands abroad.

Since, like any other, the Spanish monarch was ultimately a dispenser of
justice, so-called rebels, heretics, and in truth all violators of Spanish law,
foreign and domestic, were technically subject to his paternal wrath, his
vengeance. This semantic emphasis on the word castigo should not be taken
too far, of course, since one also finds in these early colonial dispatches
casual usages, as, for example, in reference to victims of a 1595 English
attack on Coro, Venezuela: "The carelessness and neglect of the inhabitants
deserves due punishment, so that in the future they may be compelled to live
with greater precautions" (Andrews 1959:396). It is worth remembering that
like crime, punishment could also be a petty matter. But did the more serious
castigos meted out to corsairs and cannibals really fit the crimes with which
they were charged?

CONVERGENCE

Perhaps the central theme emerging here, although this is admittedly a
tentative and shallow probe, is how the problem of punishing seaborne
criminal activity in the early modern period helped fertilize the inchoate
field of international law. One way of exploring the issue is to compare the
images and experiences of those two great menaces to Spanish sovereignty
in the early modern Caribbean: the indigenous cannibal and the European
corsair. How did terms, as a reflection of perceptions, change over time?

First, in various contexts the Spanish called both the Island Caribs and
European corsairs lobos, or "wolves." The metaphor suggests bestiality, and
more specifically canine hunger. The etymological connections between the
words Carib, canine, and cannibal are well known, and need not be reviewed
here. But the suggestion, extended now to the Caribbean corsairs, was that
these were violators of natural law: fierce, irrational individuals, acting on
base impulses, totally out of control. Consequently, like a conscientious
shepherd (in keeping with Thomist thought), the monarch had not only
a right but a duty to protect his flock - indigenous, African, Spanish, and
otherwise - from such predators.
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In religious terms, as has been seen, both the Caribs and corsairs of the
sixteenth century were routinely charged with heresy. In both cases, these
were not vague allegations, but rather detailed listings of what were deemed
abominable acts of sacrilege and blasphemy as witnessed by various and
presumably credible persons. The Caribs persecuted Christians and even
martyred some for their steadfastness. Worse, they cajoled terrified remaining
captives into converting to their diabolical faith. Most unthinkable - and thus
all the more delicious for the moralist in need of illustrative themes - these
natives went so far as to mock the sacrament by literally eating human
flesh. For comparison, nearly identical charges were brought against the
rebellious Mapuche of Chile in the 1590s (Hanke & Millares 1943:303-12).
Here indigenous rebels not only "dressed their horses in [stolen] cassocks,"
but also gnawed the still-beating hearts of vanquished Christians; man had
become wolf to man.

European corsairs likewise flaunted their religious infidelity, mocking
God, or at least Roman Catholicism, by persecuting friars and desecrating
holy vestments. To deride the Ten Commandments in the name of
communalism, as Oxenham's compatriots had done in 1577, had to be
among the starkest invitations to anathema yet seen in the colonies. Nearly
identical charges were later levelled at Dutch-sponsored corsairs who
attacked southeast Yucatan in the 1640s. Here multinational pirates under
the renegade Capt. Diego "el Mulato" Lucifer de los Reyes, a contemporary
of Cornelis Jol, "undressed [altar] images, chopped them to pieces with
axes, and dressed up in mockery" (Jones 1989:227). As a result of chronic
corsair and rebel Maya raids, this region, now Belize, was abandoned by the
Spanish as ungovernable.

Ultimately, both Caribs and corsairs were viewed as "fanatical" canine
types ruled by their appetites. Worse, they were incapable of distinguishing
both proper food and its proper place of preparation; the Caribs made meals
of Christians while the corsairs made kitchens of Catholic churches.

This is perhaps a strained comparison, but in terms of straightforward
criminal behavior, Carib and corsair appeared even more alike from the
Spanish perspective, at least in legal terms. Both engaged in larceny at or
by descent from the sea. Both launched armadas to attack Spanish ships
and dwellings. Just like the Spanish themselves, moreover, both Caribs and
corsairs raided and traded for slaves, African and otherwise. The practice of
slave-raiding had distinct cultural meanings in the Carib case, of course, an
issue that cannot be adequately addressed here, but what of the hoards of
gold, silver, and merchandise mentioned by Luisa de Navarrete?

Since the issue of hidden treasure, particularly on Dominica, appears
again in seventeenth-century Caribbean narratives (Hulme & Whitehead
1992:92), one wonders if the Caribs were learning "the sweet trade" from the
French, English, and Dutch, or if they were simply continuing an established
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practice with new materials. Could this alleged treasure-hoarding have had
an occult cultural meaning among the Caribs? As with slaving, not much
can be offered here on this question, but it is worth noting that precious
metals, particularly gold alloys, were associated with both chiefly power and
divinity in Arawakan culture (Whitehead 1995:99-100; Oliver 2000). Since
it is also known that the so-called Island Caribs were essentially Arawakans
like their neighbors on the bigger islands, it may be that certain aspects of
Carib "piracy" were a variety of cultural survival or revival.

Carib belief systems remain largely inscrutable, but a look at another
theater of violent interaction, the early seventeenth-century Spanish Pacific,
may offer useful comparisons with regards to law and semantic convergence.
The specific area in question, called by geographers the Greater Chocó (a
dense rainforest now making up the entire west coast of Colombia), was
effectively penetrated by Spanish subjects only after 1610, nearly a century
after initial contact. Substantial portions of this region would be conquered
by 1635, and most of the remainder by the 1680s. Like parts of the Caribbean
and circum-Caribbean, gold was found throughout the Greater Chocó, but in
much greater quantities.

In early accounts of Spanish-indigenous conflict in this little-studied
region, particularly its southern half (called by the Caribbean term Barbacoas
in colonial times), certain terms ring familiar. First, many of the native
inhabitants of the Greater Chocó were regarded by Hispanic interlopers as
cannibals (and in at least one case, headhunters, as if to complicate matters).
To speak of cannibals in the context of Columbus, or even Philip II, might
seem "normal," but what of the 1620s or 1630s? Had anything changed?

As in the earlier Caribbean, the Spanish moved quickly to identify what
they regarded as good (i.e., non-aggressive/willing to trade) and bad (i.e.,
bellicose) native peoples all along the Pacific coast, a dichotomy that once
again enabled penetration and gave legal justification to violence, including
enslavement. More interesting, however, is the appearance of the term
cosario, or "corsair," in reference to several specific indigenous groups in
this region. Thus, in 1610, for example, a certain "bad" cacique, or chieftain,
was labelled a "land corsair," or cosario de la tierra, by his Spanish pursuer.
By the 1630s, members of a particularly warlike indigenous group called the
Sindaguas, were referred to in official testimony as "great corsairs of land
and sea" (Lane n.d.).2

These Sindaguas, also alleged cannibals, had in fact gone out to sea
in their canoes to attack ships sailing from Panama to Lima. Inland, they
attacked isolated farms and villages. In both regards, they had acted much
like the Caribs of Dominica and neighboring islands. Perhaps for this

2. Archivo General de Indias (AGI), Seville, Spain, 1610, 1635. Manuscripts,
section "Quito," no. 16, parts 38 and 66.
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reason, but also following what had become Standard practice by this time,
the Spanish governor of neighboring Popayan described the Sindaguas as
gente muy caribe, that is, "a very Carib people" (Lane n.d.).3 At last, with
this clear convergence of terms, the indigenous cannibal and corsair was one
and the same. As if to reinforce the Caribbean connection, the Sindaguas
were also said to have been chronic slave-raiders, and to have taken and
hoarded Spanish merchandise and other valuables. Worse, like the Island
Caribs, Mapuche, Elizabethans, and Pechelingues (Dutch corsairs), they had
wantonly desecrated holy sites and defiled Christian bodies.

What was to be done? How was the empire to deal with the larcenous,
heretical, and ferocious "corsair other" this time around? As has been
seen, that lesson had already been learned in the Caribbean crucible: the
waterborne enemy had to be punished. In this case, as an exemplary castigo
- it was labeled as such - eighty-four Sindagua chieftains were hunted down
by what amounted to a private contractor, or neo-conquistador, captured,
and ceremoniously garroted. The heads of eight alleged ringleaders were
lopped off and displayed on pikes. Surviving women and children were
enslaved and exiled. In all, this baroque version of the head-hunt-in-reverse
was deemed by Spanish officials a fitting end for such "great corsairs of land
and sea."

CONCLUSION

It may seem reasonable enough to argue that alleged cannibals like the Island
Caribs and later-encountered native American peoples like the Sindaguas
came to be conflated with corsairs in order to domesticate, as it were,
their presumed criminality. That is, it may have seemed legally expedient
to sidestep the issue of cultural difference raised by anthropophagy by
emphasizing theft and other behaviors that even such a relativist as Grotius
regarded as criminal. But what about the reverse? Although I have found no
evidence of corsairs being labelled caribes, they did, as has been seen, come
to be described as animals, even monsters.

In terms of semantics, this was probably both an issue of popular
imagination and a partial legal interpretation. The evidence suggests that
both Island Caribs and European corsairs really did attack, rob, rape, kill,
and otherwise injure Spanish colonial subjects, and in the same geographical
(specifically maritime) and temporal context. That the terms for each brand
of predator should almost perfectly converge given the long duration of these
cycles of aggression seems fairly reasonable, if not predictable.

3. AGI, 1610, 1635. Manuscripts, section "Quito," no. 16, part 66.
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From the victims' point of view, despite acknowledged cultural variations
among perpetrators, the Spanish sensed that a similarly bestial ferocity
showed itself in the heat of battle, and sometimes in its aftermath. Given
the weight of experience, and testimonies like Luisa de Navarrete's and
those of John Oxenham's victims in the Pearl Islands, were these criminal
others to be regarded as rational humans or "wolves"? Certainly they did not
behave like proper Spanish subjects (even taking into account the fact that
Spaniards were widely known to have resorted to "survival" cannibalism,
and otherwise "bestial" behavior, in the Conquest era).

The power of the sea-wolf image lay in its special ability to strike
fear in the hearts of ignorant landlubbers. The image was thus ripe for
manipulation. Whether to entice militia recruits or terfify "sinful" colonists,
as need dictated, Spanish Crown officials and preachers feit it necessary
to garnish the corsair's image with more than a hint of bestiality. To do
so appealed directly to the colonial, and eventually creole, ego, a prod to
reflexive indignity and outrage. Judging from official records relating to
pirate attacks as disseminated or produced in highland cities like Quito and
Mexico City, this rhetoric grew more imaginative, even ridiculous, in direct
relation to the writer's distance from the coast. As with Luisa de Navarrete's
captivity narrative, even the most equivocal tale of enemy outrage was fuel
for colonial propagandists. Later colonial historians like José de Oviedo y
Banos (1987), author of The Conquest and Settlement of Venezuela, first
published in 1723, would recycle all of this material in their creole identity-
building narratives; for them, early Caribbean history consisted of little more
than valiant Spaniards fighting pirates and cannibals, first the one, then the
other.

One might expect a more sober appraisal of such allegedly ferocious
marauders in contemporary legal circles, but such was not necessarily
the case, as demonstrated by numerous shrill and outraged court rulings
justifying colonial castigos. Most Crown officials, as representatives of the
self-consciously pious Spanish state, opted to throw the book at all enemies,
apparently in hopes of legally justifying this rather too-emotional taking
of vengeance (an act expressly forbidden by divine law according to St.
Augustine).

It appears that Spanish colonists and officials of the early modern
Caribbean, faced with so many violent challengers to their own frequently
difficult-to-justify claims and greatly lacking reliable information, lashed out
at alleged corsairs and cannibals in like fashion. True believers in what they
regarded as a universal monarchy buttressed by law and religion, Spanish
subjects in the age of the Habsburgs could only make sense of their enemies,
indigenous and otherwise, if they were heretical, thieving, ferocious, even
cannibalistic, in short, inverse images of themselves.
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Despite the Spanish song, old Captain Houtebeen probably restricted
himself to cooked, rather than raw, octopus and fresh, rather than sea, water.
For all we know, he might even have been regarded as a good rather than
bad pirate by some caught on the wrong side of his musket-barrel. In later
years, however, affairs in the Caribbean slid still further in the direction
of unmitigated violence and mutual hatred. The buccaneers of the late
seventeenth century, exemplified by hard characters like Henry Morgan and
Rock Brasiliano, would make the allegedly "ferocious" cruelty of men like
Drake and Houtebeen seem mild by comparison. With the rise of foreign
competition, the Spanish rightly complained of a progressively worsening
pirate infestation of what had been "their" sea.

In 1678, the Dutch buccaneer-chronicler Alexander Exquemelin
described one attack on the Spanish coast of Honduras led by the Frenchman
Francais L'Ollonais:

L'Ollonais grew outrageously passionate, inspmuch that he drew his
cutlass, and with it cut open the breast of one of those poor Spaniards, and,
puiling out his heart with his sacrilegious hands, began to bite and gnaw it
with his teeth like a ravenous wolf, saying to the rest: I will serve you all
alike if you show me not another way. (Esquemeling 1684:103)

After almost two centuries of punishing experiences like this one, perhaps
the Spanish were right to conflate "corsair" and "cannibal" after all.
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